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FEATURED CLIENT

Hochheim Prairie Insurance was founded
upon:
•

Protecting Members from significant or

       catastrophic financial loss due to fire and     
weather.
•

“LOCAL FARE” - NO CRITICS HERE
Airs Sundays at 9:30 p.m. on KTXA Channel 21 in Dallas-Fort Worth

Providing quality insurance protection at
competitive prices.

•

Maintaining financial strength to

       guarantee Members protection when they      
need it most.

Development began more than a year

because every week it features three

More than a century later, these same

ago with Free Range Concepts to

ordinary people that visit a favorite

principles continue to guide Hochheim Prairie

produce a local TV show about the

restaurant of another guest, come

Insurance.  The fierce pioneer spirit that

restaurant scene in the Dallas-Fort

back to the show and tell the

defines Hochheim’s heritage is reflected today

Worth area.  The end result was a

audience what they think.  No

in support of local communities throughout

weekly half-hour program called

restaurant critics here. The program

the state.  At the same time, we look to our

“Local Fare.”

also featues a cooking segment.

customers’ futures, doing all we can to

Host of the show is Kyle Noonan,

There is no shortage of restaurants

maintain their growth and prosperity by

an eatery executive will big city

either.  The Dallas-Fort Worth area

providing coverage in the small towns and

experience in restaurant concepts and

has more restaurants per capita than

rural areas of Texas.

the delicious dishes that everyone’s

New York City.

Hochheim’s Vision: “Texans Serving Texans

talking about.  Kyle is joined by

“Local Fare” airs every Sunday night

Since 1892”

Teresa Frosini, arts and entertainment

at 9:30 on KTXA Channel 21.  The

Hochheim’s Mission: “Protect members from

reporter of KTVT, Channel 11, the

program is produced by Phillips

significant financial loss at the lowest possible

CBS station in Dallas.

Productions Inc., a subsidiary of

rate with quality service, while keeping the

The program’s concept is a unique one

Phillips MediaSource.

Company healthy and profitable.”
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